
IV. PERSPECTIVE OF REGIONAL AGRICULTURE 

a) Land-use profile 

Geographically land has been regarded as a specific area of the earth's surface. It is by far the 1 

most important asset of the nation and from the earliest times man has used it to satisfy his 

multiple needs. Land use is a primary indication of extent and degree to which man has 

modified the land resources. It is the application of human control in a systematic manner 

indicating an intimate relationship between prevailing ecological conditions and man. It is the 

result of a combination of both natural genesis and human influences which have been 

brought to bear on it, in the past and of those which are still active in the present (Vink, 1975 ). 

Land use in an area is the cumulative out-come of historical events, the interaction of 

economic forces, with the natural environment, and the value of society. Land use is the 

surface utilization of all developed and vacant land on a specific point at a given time and 

space. 

Land is the basic resource of human society. Land utilization is the use of land by man. The 

primary use ofland is for crops, forest, pasture, etc. The term, land utilization, is also used for 

a varied utilization ofland and soil. e.g. land under cultivation, pasture, barren land, orchards, 

fallow land, culturable waste, settlement, forest, water bodies, etc. According to Buck land 

utilization is the satisfaction which the farm population derives from the type of agricultural 

development, the provision for future production and the contribution to national needs. 

Land-use shows the relationship between the society on the one hand and cultural 

advancement and resource planning on the other hand. The intensive use of lands depends 

upon population concentration, economic prosperity through better agricultural production, 

human establishment etc. On the other hand extensive use of land is related to sparse 

population, dispersed settlement, the absence of communication time and transportation. 

Only the systematic utilization of land can be able to promote economic and cultural 

advancement. 

The most important objective of the development of agriculture in Maida district is to 

improve the living standard of the people in rural areas. On the other hand the economic 

development and the prosperity of the rural people in this district mainly depend upon 

agriculture. Adequate infrastructural facilities are required to accelerate the production and 
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productivity of agriculture in this district. To understand the prevailing situation of 

agriculture in Maida district an inventory of land use is attempted here, because land use not 

only reflects the foundation of rural economy but also is the key to understand, the priorities 

and needs of the population. Agricultural production can be increased by increasing area 

under cultivation, double cropping and by reorganization of institutional factors. Yield of 

crops per hectare can be increased by accelerating more efficient use of factors of production, 

like environment labour, capital and application of new agricultural technology. In the 

following sections we examine existing agricultural land use in Maida district and the pattern 

of change over the years. 

Classification of land 

Land classification means dividing the land into different categories according to single 

factor or as a set of factors. Therefore land classification may be of many types depending 

upon the factors taken for classification. Any classification of land in any part of the world is 

guided primarily by the classification made by Stamp, who in his pioneer work, "The Land of 

Britain. Its use and Misuse" has classified land into six major categories. 

In the international land use classification nine major land use classes are recognized. On the 

other hand in the United States of America the widely used schemes of land use classification 

are based on land capability classes. A. K. Philbrick has classified the land of China into 

seven categories. Generally the land utilization of Japan is classified into rice land, high land 

with dry agriculture, forested land and uncultivated land. 

In India various schemes have been worked out to classify the land into different uses. The 

classification of land for the country as a whole is not applicable to the area under study. 

The existing pattern of land-use in the Malda district are officially classified into following 

categories -

i) Geographical area 
ii) Area under non agricultural use 
iii) Forest 
iv) Barren and uncultivable land 
v) Permanent pastures 
vi) Land under miscellaneous trees and groves. 
vii) Cultivable waste land 
viii) Land other than current follow 
ix) Net area under cultivation 
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x) Current fallow 

xi) Net sown area 

xii) Gross cropped area 

xiii) Area sown more than once 

It would be suitable for a general understanding to comprise the above-mentioned categories 

into following categories. These are-

I) Waste land (including barren and uncultivated land and land for non agricultural use) 

II) Cultivable or culturable waste land (including culturable waste land), pastures and 

land under groves and trees) 

III) Fallow land 

IV) Net sown area 

V) Total cropped area. 

The Table 4.1 shows the proportion of each category of land to gross cultivated area in each 

of the 15 blocks in Maida district. 

Table 4.1 Land Use Pattern: Block wise (1998-99) (%) 

Cultivable 
Waste Land Fallow Land Net Sown Area 

Jfiili.iH~A~a-~Jiiffi~ij.f ~~r~~t~~~~~~;~ ~i~~1l~Jg~i¥2 ~~~~~~s~·~1!~!~1~ 
Harishchandrapur II 21,156 17.0 2.5 21.4 59.0 

e-r~~b~ifaHit~{~!~~~f~l ~~11!~S:51I~~i~ ~~i~lll~t~~lH ~l~JW~~~~~ r&B~?~~6~lf~ f~~~h~1.62~S~~;g~S~ 
Chanchalll 20,550 18.8 2.8 7.3 71.1 

Ratua II 17,210 16.5 2.5 2.9 78.0 

Kaliachakll 21,377 55.0 2.7 1.2 41.1 

Tal 114,099 16.4 2.5 10.5 70.6 

if~fili~S:-i'} '--- ;\:4±1~]~;z~®TtrJ.~ ;vf~~;@ih- : '\~i:l?t~?ar;:t~~ ~~{,,2-tf§~I\=/~ ~:~,~:;1~a~Q'~lli;:: 
Diara 112,188 28.1 2.5 2.3 67.1 

Source: Maida District Annual Plan Report, 1998-99 (calculated) 
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It is seen from the Table 4.1, that the total area under wasteland is 19.1 percent of total area. 

Wasteland includes barren and uncultivated land and land for non-agricultural use. The 

barren and uncultivated land includes all such land which are practically useless or 

unproductive or unfit for cultivation. These lands are either rugged or sandy wastes or 

alkaline tracts which cannot be brought under cultivation except at a high cost. On the other 

hand land for non-agricultural use indicates those lands which cannot be brought under 

cultivation unless at a very high cost. The largest amount of area lying as a waste land is 

found in Kaliachak - II block, which occupies 55.0 percent land, because the soil of this 

block is medium to highly alkaline moreover presence of organic carbon is also medium low 

to medium. There are 10 blocks like Harishchandrapur- I, Harishchandrapur- II, Chanchal -

I, Chanchal- II, Ratua- I, Ratua II, Gazole, Bamongola, Old- Maida and Manikchak the 

area of the waste land is recorded between 14 percent to 20 percent. There is a concentration 

of wasteland, above 20 percent found in English Bazar, Kaliachak- I and Kaliachak -III. 

Low amount of land is lying as a waste in Habibpur block (10.4 percent) 

Cultivable or culturable wastelands are definitely cultivable but at present lying as waste on 

account of number of limitations. The total area of the culturable wasteland in the district is 

2.5percent, which varies 2.1 percent in Chanchal I to 3.0 percent in Kaliachak- I block, i.e. 

the variation among blocks are low. In Maida district out of 15 blocks only eight blocks have 

a high proportion of culturable wasteland i.e. above 2.50 percent. Harishchandrapur-II, 

Chanchal- II, Ratua- II, Gazole, Bamongola, Old Maida, Kaliachak- I and Kaliachak- II 

blocks fall in this group. Other seven blocks provide a medium amount of culturable 

wasteland i.e. below 2.50 percent. 

The term fallow land is applied to the lands not under cultivation at the time of reporting. The 

total area of fallow land in the district is about 6.1 percent. There are two blocks where more 

than 20 percent of land is kept fallow viz. Harishchandrapur II and Ratua I. Another four 

blocks have the share of fallow land between 4 percent and 8 percent viz. Chanchal II, 

Bamongola, Habibpur and Old Malda while nine blocks viz. Harishchandrapur I, Chanchal I, 

Ratua II, Gazole, English Bazar, Manikchak, Kaliachak I, Kaliachak II and Kaliachak III, 

have less than 4 percent of the area as fallow. Thus it is found that against the belief that in 

modem times with advanced techniques of agriculture, it is no longer necessary to keep 

agricultural land as fallow, in Maida district proportion of fallow land is significant in certain 

blocks. The main purpose to keep the land follow is to recoup the fertility lost by continuous 
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cultivation. This objective can be fulfilled by growing crops in rotation with Legumes and by 

the use of fertilizers and organic manures. But in the district this practice is not prevalent 

using any scientific crop rotation technique. 

Net sown area represents the extent of the cultivated area actually sown during an agricultural; 

year. Net sown area comprises a total of72.3 percent of the total area of the Maida district. A 

remarkable disparity is observed within the district, 'Net sown area' ranges from 41.1 percent 

in the block of Kaliachak -II to 81.3 percent in the Chanchal I block. In between these two 

extremes, there is a certain percentage in which a set of blocks can be accommodated. There 

are ten blocks which exceeds more than 70 percent of the Net sown area, viz. 

Harishchandrapur I, Chanchal I, Chanchal II, Ratua II, Gazole, Bamongola, Habibpur, Old

Maida, English bazar and Manikchak. Only two blocks Kaliachak I and Kaliachak III where 

net sown area varies from 60 percent to 70 percent while in Harishchandrapur II the 

percentage is less than 60 percent mark. 

In the district mulberry cultivation in Kaliachak I and mango orchards in English Bazar, Old 

Maida and Ratua II are more economic which enables these blocks to sustain. But with 

proper implementation of crop rotation and scientific usage of land if the waste land (19.1 

percent) culturable waste land (2.5 percent) and fallow land (6.1 percent) is put to plough the 

overall production and productivity levels can be increased to a considerable extent. 

Land use: Intensity of Change 

The land use categories provide an understanding of changing geographic character of the 

area. The pattern of land use is mainly conditioned by three sets of factors 

i) Physical 

ii) Economic framework 

iii) Social, institutional and legal factors 

The changing pattern of agricultural land use is largely concerned with the village population 

whose livelihood is dependent on agriculture. An increase in one type of land use must 

necessarily produce a decrease in another. In this aspect the study of changing spatial pattern 

ofland use categories similarly reflects the changing socio-economic values of the region. 

Table 4.2 shows the land use dynamics for the eighties and nineties in Maida District. The 

table describes land use under 6 broad categories. It has been noticed that in 1981 the net 

sown area was 69.2 percent of the district's total area and within 10 years this has increased 
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to 78.0 percent. But in the next eight years it has decreased to 73.1 percent. This translates to 

an increase of 8.8 percent in eighties while a decline of 4.9 percent in nineties. The table also 

reveals the fact that in 1990-91 the proportion of fallow land had decreased to 0.1 percent and 

uncultivable land decreased to 2.3 percent, which accounted for the rise in the net sown area. 

In 1998-99 increase in fallow land to 5.3 percent is at the cost of net sown area. For the 

district the forest cover is minimum and it has declined in the 90's. Even the area under 

pasture has declined in the 80's. The constant figure of 19.1 percent for land not available for 

cultivation confounds the theoretical proposition that the cost of converting these tracts for 

cultivation is not economical. So to conclude we find that with the expansion of agriculture 

and modernization the share of uncultivated land is on the decline whereas it is the 

fluctuating share of fallow land that determines the net sown area. 

Table 4.2: Land use Dynamics: Maida District (%) 

Source: Maida District Annual Plan Report, 1980-81, 1990-91 & 1998-99 (calculated) 
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b. Ground Water Potentials 

The water provides essential basis and foundation for agriculture, particularly whe:·e rainfall 

is concentrated in a specific period and is erratic. With the advent of high yielding variety of 

seeds demanding costly inputs like fertilizers, agricultural implements etc. farmers are eager' 
• 

to ensure crop production and for this adequate and timely irrigation is important. Due to 

vagaries ofmonsoon and use of artificial supply of irrigation through DTW, STW, an~ canal 

irrigation substantial lowering of ground water table has happened. 

The investigation on surface water by Sub-division N- D Maida under the State Water 

Investigation Directorate, Calcutta, was conducted through an extensive survey for 

assessment of ground water resources at a number of places of different blocks of Maida 

District. The findings state that in this district ground water is used for both irrigation and 

drinking purposes. Maida district is confronted with the problem of low level of under ground 

water in the 'Barind' region on one hand, while on the other in 'Tal' and 'Diara' regions 

where good quality under ground water is available but some blocks face the problem of 

arsenic. In Barind where the water table is very low, the quality of water is poor for both 

irrigation and drinking purposes 

Table 4.3 shows the water level below the surface at a number of places in different blocks of 

Maida district, for the year of 1998 and 1999. It reveals that in general the water depth in 

Barind region is comparatively more than Tal and Diara. For the district the variation of 

water depth is significant as in the pre monsoon period, the range is 2.01 metre 

(Harishchandrapur I, B.D.O., January-1999) to 21.73 (Habibpur, B.D.O., January -1998). In 

the post monsoon period the range is even stark and ranges between 1. 78 metre (Pakua More 

G.P., November, 1998) to 25.83 metre (Habibpur-B.D.O., November, 1999). It is seen that 

the water depths of pre monsoon and post monsoon period do not vary much in Tal and Diara 

region while in Barind region significant variation is observed. This gives an indication that 

that in Barind region, to sustain agriculture in the winter months D.T.W. should be the main 

recourse for irrigation. The high water level of Tal and Diara needs to be judiciously 

exploited for enhancing the crop yield. 
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Table 4.3: Depth Of Water Table At Selected Places In Maida (in metre) 

1998 1999 
Pre-Monsoon Post Pre Monsoon 

Monsoon 

January April November January 

TAL 

1) Harischandrapur- I 
B.D.O- 3.56 4.06 5.11 2.01 

Kurshida A.P.O.- n.a n.a 1.9 3.71 
2) Chanchal - I 

Block Seed Farm 4.16 4.56 1.67 4.32 
Kharba Gram Panchayat 3.8 4.32 1.58 3.57 

3) Chanchal - II 
Jalalpur Gram Panchayat 4.75 n.a 5.15 5 

!4) Ratua- I 
Block Seed Farm 4.64 5.04 n.a n.a 
Bhalooka lrri. Banglow 5.24 5.9 3.82 5.37 
Gobarjana A. P. 0. 5.06 5.56 5.55 5 

Bhado A. P. 0. 5.72 n.a n.a 4.17 
BARIND 
1) Old MALDA 

Maida P.W.D. Godown 6.7 8.22 2.95 2.85 
Mandilpur Block Seed Farm 7.56 9.5 3.92 7.31 
Yatradanga Gram Panchayat 10.93 n.a 10.72 10.2 

2) Gazole 
GazoleBiock Seed Farm 4.22 5.91 1.45 3.05 
Balarampur A.K.K. 5.74 7.88 5.28 5.18 

3) Bamongola 
Palkrishnapur B.S.F. 10.84 11.66 10.22 10.17 
Pakuamore G.P. 3.29 3.79 1.78 3.43 

4) Habibpur 
Habibpur B.D.O. 21.73 22.25 18.6 21.33 
Habibpur B.S.F. 17.22 11.68 4.16 8.46 

DIARA 
1) Englishbazar 

Englishbazar B.S.F. n.a 6.55 3.82 3.72 
Milky Health Centre 5.26 5.56 3.36 6.1 
Fulbari G. P. 5.93 n.a 5.38 5.18 

2) Manikchak 
Nurpur health Centre 4.06 4.74 3.06 3.15 
Kalindri H.C. 4.73 n.a 3.58 5.42 

3) Kalichak -Ill 
Bainshnabngar H.C. n.a n.a 3.27 3.07 
Birnagar H.C. n.a n.a 2.43 2.23 

B.D.O.- Block Development Office, G.P.- Gram Panchayat, H. C.- Health Centre, 
B.S.F.- Block Seed Farm, A.P.O.- Anchal Pradhan Office 

Source: Ground water sources of Maida, State Water Investigation 
Directorate (West- Bengal) 1998- 1999 
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n.a 
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Besides this general trend, there are pockets, where water t3_tle is either !ow or high 

determined by local slope, soil texture, soil structure and permeability factors. The water 

table reaches surface level during the monsoon and seepage is noticed particularly in saline

alkaline soils. Water logging is a common problem in Tal areas and in low-lying 

depressions. In such areas proper drainage is required for soil moisture regulation during 

rainy seasons. 

After a through discussion with the officials 'Agri-Mechanical', 'Agri-Irrigation' 

department, and farmers it is suggested to adopt water shed approach which may serve as 

an alternative to fulfill irrigation need of agriculture. 
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c) Intensive Cultivation Programmes 

Number of schemes and programmes to increase agricultural production as well as the 

productivity has been launched from time to time during the last ·two decades in different 

blocks of Maida district. 

The areas under intensive agricultural approach follow the package concept. In this scheme 

programmes are selected on the basis of the careful study of their potentiality with favourable 

condition for agricultural production. These programmes are based on 'field approach' for 

which the village ten workers are asked to prepare appropriate farm plan for individual 

farmers with respect to crops which the farmers can grow. These programmes are as follows: 

Integrated Cereal Development Programme (ICDP) 

The ICDP was launched in 1994-95 in Maida district. This programme covered 9 blocks viz. 

Harishchandrapur I, Harishchandrapur II, Chanchal I, Chanchal II, Gazole, Old Maida, 

Habibpur, Bamongola, and Manikchak. The other 6 blocks are not included, because this 

programme is only applicable to the blocks where coverage of cereal is more than fifty 

percent. The basic objectives ofthe ICDP are: 

i) To give demonstration to the farmers for a) proper seedbed treatment and b) 

integrated pest management. 

ii) To educate farmers about sprinkler irrigation. 

iii) To provide power tiller to the farmers at a subsidized rate of Rs. 30,000. 

Special Jute Development Programme (SJDP) 

SJDP is a Government of India scheme. This programme was also launched in 1994-95 in 

Maida district, covering eight blocks namely Harishchandrapur-I, Harishchandrapur-II, Old

Maida, Habibpur, Manikchak, Kaliachak-I, Kaliachak-II and Kaliachak-III. This programme 

was launched with the objective of improvement of the quantity and quality of jute. The main 

objectives ofthis programme are: 

1) To give the demonstration to the farmer 

2) To provide seeds at a subsidized rate. 

Accelerated Maize Development Programme (AMDP) 

This programme was launched in 1999 for entire Maida district to increase the production of 

maize. The main objectives of this scheme is to give demonstration, training and subsidized 
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sale of agriculturai implements to farmers. It is found th.l:l;t the fanners couldn't adopt this 

programme properly 

National Pulse Development Programme (NPDP) 

This is a central government sponsored scheme. This programme was launched in 1994-95 in 

Maida district for all blocks to increase both quantity and quality of pulses. Under this 

scheme farmers are provided with agricultural implements at a subsidized rate. 

Sugar Cane Development Scheme (SCDS) 

It is a state government. sponsored scheme. This programme was initially launched in 80's 

and covered only six blocks, viz. Ratua I, Ratua II, Manikchak, Kaliachak I, Kaliachak II, 

and Kaliachak III. Under this scheme demonstration centres are created in each of the above

mentioned blocks which provide demonstration to farmers for inter cropping system. In 

intercropping system sugarcane are planted in autumn and spring seasons. 'Ratoon 

management' is an important part of this scheme. In this management seeds are not used for 

further production, rather crops are used as seeds. 

Seeds Multiplication Scheme (SMS) 

It is a central government sponsored scheme. In this scheme, farmers are helped with 

agricultural implements at subsidized rate. State level training centres are created under the 

scheme, which provides demonstration to the farmers on seed multiplication to meet the 

existing shortage and for more economic development. 

National Watershed Development Programme in Rain fed Areas (NWDPRA) 

In the year of 1986, National watershed Development Programme was launched for rainfed 

areas in Maida District and covered eight blocks, viz. Habibpur, Bamongola, Old Maida, 

Gazole, Manikchak, Kaliachak I, Kaliachak II and Kaliachak III, where irrigation potential is 

less than 30percent. The main objective ofthis scheme is to increase the coverage with better 

technology. 

Integrated Seed Development Scheme (ISDS) 

This programme was launched in Maida district in the year of 1992 and covered Ratua I, 

Ratua II, Bamongola and Habibpur. Mainly it is a research-oriented scheme. This scheme is 

applicable to areas that are not easily accessible. Under this scheme the farmers of remote 

area are provided with seeds and mini kits of 2 kg. pack from the research centres for 

experimental cultivation. 
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